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Short, Compelling Articles That Help Inspire Action 
 

There is no once-size-fits-all outline for writing articles for print publications or online sites. But 
here are some proven techniques that you may want to consider.  
 
Keep it short. With today’s technology, the American attention span has continued to shrink. If 

you are too wedded to your first draft, ask someone who is not familiar with the subject to 
suggest what could be cut. 
 
Foreshadow the main points near the beginning. Then you can give some background and 

come back to the main points in more depth. If you wait until near the end to reveal the punch 
line, many readers may never get that far.  
 
Put yourself in your audience’s shoes. Make clear from the beginning how what you are 

talking about affects them and why they should care.  
 
Signal near the front that this is about positive action for solutions and not just about 
problems. Many people are discouraged by the state of the world and not eager to read about 
one more overwhelming problem. For example, “Oregon communities are organizing to expand 
rural postal services in the face of new attacks in Congress by FedEx and other corporate 
interests” instead of “The U.S. Postal Services is under attack again in Congress.” You can 
come back to the solutions in more detail near the end. 
 
Name who is causing the problem. Avoid the passive construction – for example, avoid, 

“Subsidies for oil and coal companies have increased by X percent since such-and-such year.” 
Instead, “oil and coal companies have won an X percent increase in taxpayer subsidies since…” 
 
Use bold type to make the organization of the main points obvious. This page is an 
example. Using bold subheads or bulleted bold lead-ins like those on this tip sheet will make the 
reader more likely to tackle the article at all, get the points you wanted to make, and remember 
them to repeat to someone else. For example, the text of an article about political attacks on the 
U.S. Postal Service, “How We Can Save Rural Post Offices,” might be broken up with bold 
subheadings that say… 

FedEx leads corporate attack on Postal Service 
Congress creates false USPS deficit 
Community pressure has stopped some cuts 
How the Postal Service can be expanded, not slashed 

 
Use memorable facts that dramatize your points. What facts will readers need in order to be 

persuaded? What facts will they repeat to others after reading your article? 
 
Preempt opponents’ arguments. This does not mean doing their work for them by repeating 
their claims. But keep their arguments in mind as you write so that anyone who reads your 
article will already know why the opposition’s comeback is wrong. 
 
Use a short, compelling human-interest example if there is room. If appropriate, briefly 

bring alive the human impact of the issue you are discussing. 
 
Tell readers how to get more information and how to get involved. Direct them to 
organizations and websites if they are interested. 
 
Avoid or translate jargon. If you are too close to the subject, get a few people who are not to 
circle parts of your draft they don’t understand.  


